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THE'PERCZIVED REALITY OP TELEVISION rap AGGRESSIVE

PREDISPOSITIONS AMONG CHILDREN IN MEXICO .

-' The pres ent study was carried -u ot in Mexico City inorder to assess the
effectiyeness of several independent variables_in predicting the.perceptioe. of
television content 'as 'realm" A further step was taken in tbe theoretical se-
quence of media 'effects, by analyzing the relationsliip between the perception
of television violence as real and aggressive predispositions of young vieiters

,

ABSTRACT

-.

Two hundred and seventy three Mexican children-in the third and,sixth
grades of -elementary schools in Mexico City were .administered questionnaires
in the Spring of 1975. Eleven hypotheses were tested with respect to eleven
independent variables as 'predictors of the perception of reality of televi-

' sion. The independent, variables were: real life experiences with television
content;. socioeconomic status, grade in school, age, sex, CPA, ,the use of
television for 'relaxation, learning and. companionship, exposure, and the
influence of significant others. A twelfth hypothesis was 'concerned with
the perceptidn of reality of television at three different levels of'abstric-
tion: T.V. in general, content areas of T.V. and six specific characters, '
groups of characters or behaviors on. specinc television shows. The final
hypothesis predicted that as theRerception of reality of televiiion increased,

,- aggressive predisPositions 'in young viewers ipuldalso increase. 4

..
It 'was foUpd.that: ,1) The perception of reality of television increased

. ; ,

with: the use of teleyision'for learning and coripanionship, general yl. ex-
posure, and leith the influe,nce of signifiiant others, 2) The perception of

.reality of television decreased as socioeeonomic status.;., grade in, school, ,,ege,
and CPA increased; 3) No consistent relatiOnahip wa,.found between the percep-
tioti of television reality 'with real life e3speiiencei; :the nee of television
for relaxation, specific T.V..ex0osure;.or the sex of-the Vie'wersl. 4), Contrary
to the hypothesis propdsed, ai-the-refeient,tor teieviiion became more abstract
the children tended to pArceive television ,a0 aore realistic4.5.) The. perception_
of .reality' of television violence did Art, correlate consistently with two dif=.
ferent measures bf eggresisive predisipiitionsi 6)-:' Poi! those children high in .

,the yerce,ption df reality of television. violence there wee not . at consistent
_relationehip between exposure to _telbvision violenee and aggressive predis-

*. Pos 'dons I; and '7) By means of multiple fegression analysis it was found that
the est pliedibtort of the perception of 1.V. reality kere the influence of

. Sip ican't others, gi.ade- in school and Age, and to a lesser extent GPA aid'
- the use of T.V..for.fompanionshiPt 'D i

1 ' '
1 *

.
, te

Tlie results of thisstudy were cc mparad with results encountered in re-
search .conducted with' American children. Some tentative explanations were

.. off,ered, frit: the differendes and similarities found. It was concluded that,
among other things, further 'research ihould analyze more closely the different
geferegte on teleitisidni the sources of experience that the, child uses for
-"Valuating what he see# on the 'screen; the dimensions on which the reality .

of t4lev4-Slon is eValtAte,d, if at all; other variables that 'may- precede or
interact with the perception, Of 14*.lity of 'television; other possible, Affects
of the iefceptich of-TV asr'ealistdc; and the exploration of factors that
might be responsiblii,for intercultural differences. An analysis over time of
the*effects*of -the perception 'of reality of television and other .variables,
Such a xposure, on attitudes and behavior was suggested. :

., .: ..
4> .. ,' . 4,' , , .' ..:

':,-.-,
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THE TERCEOED REALITY OF TELEVISION AN*AtARESS/VE.
\

PREDISPOSITIONS AMONG /ORES IN HMV),
..

J. ,
.

, ,
. . ..:

The purpose of this studir,is to try o examine the rel4Anship between
-

,. '-
. ,. -, -.%

. .:- .

several predictor variables and the perce tion of televiii -...bi real, ,and the,
.

I.

link between the perception of reality-of television (PRTV h After) violence
'Ar' .. , -

and aggressive predispositions in young. xican viewers. ..1,1.:
."'.'t : A.`
4 1 .2 e-tVr

The possible role of PRTV in mediati g effects- on the behaiini or attitudes

of young viewers id a relatively new concern which should be addressed from the.
perspeciive of its determinants, and

. .4
,Reeves (1974) addressed the question of the determinants of tOripierception. .4 . AY.

the point of view of its., qmequances

.

of TV programming as real in American. children, and he found some AviditNce for
. ..

,__st
the explanation of the phenomenon: 1) As questions with respect to MTV :move

. i -, ": - \ ,', .7.4,
from bstract to more specific, the child tends to report more percept/0:1yr

, _,.. . - . - ...,-
..

reality; 2) the infilliTice of siinificatit others of a child was found tlt be*...
.,

- ;;;;'- ' - t. :
positively related to It!!!; 3) as age deCriaied,PRWincireased; 10 as xpd,A--..

e
.i, . , ., ,

sure to TV increased; PRTV inbLeased;-,aki. 5) as the use of TV for relexaticif! ...: ...

]earning, dad :Oonianiooshii,limieasedt P*417 incise/14,4. He failed to conf*rii,.
, . ,..

hypotheses with respect to'the rela*onship of PRTV with real life-experiencei,t,"-
,,,e

' \ : ' r

1 '
J. -r..socioeionomic statusi intelligence, and sex. . . . . t

:
.- .-

1 The 'tore/3mA 'study attempts .0.) to repledate the relationships for which.
.s.
.1 .

Reeves found support; (2) to present a new test, explanations and modifications. . "I '

for ilk_....e relationships for which Reeves didn't, find Oportt *and (3) to intrO
.w.-',

duce aggressive predispositions as thebriterion-variable directly affected

by :die PRO of violence. AU these are examined in a different sociocultural
4.. -. 4

S.!' . ,
setting,...ameiy Mexico City .

. 4
o

k
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CORRELATES or Pity

.

Real life experiences with television content. Symbolic Or, in this case,
. .- .

television experiencet, and "real life" experiences cambe assumed to be cog-
:

.

nitiVely evaluated against each other,. when both are Aftlible... Thete is sub-

stantial evidence that indicates that.TV representations are quite selective

in general (Gerbner, 1972; Dominick, 1973; Clark and Blankenburg,1972). How-

ever, Reeves did not find support for his hypothesis 'that as real "life experii-

.ences with TV content increased,"PRTV would decrease.

It could be argued. that in fact real life experiences may counteract the

stereotyping effect of the *Ala up to a certain point, but thin., when real .

. life experiences are very large and varied in numbor,,TV representations may

then fit, in individual instances,, that which is known in real life. This

leads us to tentatively state that as real.experiences with television content
-....4

increase, stereotyping will decrease, but that PRTV will follow.a curvi ear.
. . . :4

,. : .
't

pattern as follows: g. ...

T..,
.

r6- ft 1

,

As real life experiences with TV contentindrease up to a middle 1

1
; '

range point, PRTV will decrease, and as real life experiences f

with.TV content, increase any further, PRTV will also increase..--

. ,..

Level of abstraction of the referent onTV with respect to PRTV..
- . .

. A -

found that the more concrete the refeient for television content the more
.

If_. .
.

child identified such content as ,reflecting real life. So, for example, ,tote

.

child could more piecisely evaluate a apecific character than .TV'in gener4e 1
. . '4

This finding is consistent with a general pattern of findings in related re
k

4A
.

.

searph,{Opeenberg and Dominick, 1969; Dominick and Greenberg, 1970; Greenberg,

si
1974: Atkin, 1971; and Ward, 1972. See Reeves, 1974, for a graphic flummery on

V
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p. 8). When children Were asked to'respond to Items such as "People on TV are

. -

pretty much like people I meet in real life," and "The same things happen to

people on TV happen to me in real life," they 'typically answer slightAy'belOw

or on the middle, or not silky, part of the scale.

This general pattern of findings makes sense since one Would expect cbild-

ren, or respondents in general, to find it easier to evaluate TV contej as real .

or not real as the referent becomes more concrete. Accordingly, it is to be ex-

pected that

H
2

Children will perceive specific television characters or. events to

be more real than content areas of television programming and the

. content areas to be more real than television in general. .

. .

Demographics. Demographic ,variables Can be expectedjto contribute to PRTV

by reflecting the degree and type of socialization that the child undergoes.
-

Socioeconomic Status (SES). Reives hypothesized.tbat "as sociorommdc

status increases, PRTV. will denkaie," and he didn't find support. He points

out "that the inability of SES to predict. ?ItT, could possibly be a fuiction of
1

the lack of Tariance obtained in its measure.' Past studies reporting significant

findings used economically well.defined samples from different geographical

I
areas." 'Among sggh pest studies one can count Hanneman's (1972), Greenberg's

(1972), and GreehGeig and"DominiOk:s (1969 and'1969)'.

One.can.expect 'PRTir to correlate negatiOely'ely with SES since it has been

4. repeatedly fount that low SES children tend to use the media, and esiecially'i

television as an important source of information (Feeley, 1974). Greenberg

and Reeves (1974, p. 6) point out that

"The typidal explanation advanced for SES differences in,PRTV.judge
'ments.bas been the more restricted oppartunitiesjor both alterative
personal andcommunication eliperiences,amOng the less advantaged
youngsters."

6

I
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0n thAa bases the following hypothesis is stated:

H3: As SES increases, PRTV will decrease.

Ase: Lyle and Hoffman (1972, p. 175) found that
b

"Sigthle&ders appeared to be Considerably aavanced over the first
graders in rejecti g television as an accurate reflection of fife,
And there was a her increase related among the tenth graders."

Greenberg (1974) tliund in his British study that as the. child grew older,

his PRTV decreased, and Reeve found that in general as age increased: PRTV de-

creased witb the exception of PATV among black Children.

Reeves
.

operationalizid age as the grade in school of the children. 1n the

Mexican study, given some more variability of ages within grades, especially in

the low SES schools, both measures will be obtained and the dame relationship

is hypothesized fad the two of them:

H4r As grade in school Increases, PRTV will decrease.

H4': Age age increases, PRTV will decrease. --

Sex. Dominickandlreenberg (1970ifound some evidence for the ration that

girls perceive television as more realistic than bays. ReeTies didn'tlfind sup-

port for this relationship. While iedidn't offer a rationale for this finding,

'it is possible to think interns of socialization practioes_(Mischel, 1970).

Boys and girls in the U:S.,Icross different sociaeConotic statuses, ages, and

other structural characteristics, can be conceived of as having more similar.

'experiences than boys or girls in a country like Mexico, given the larger em-

phasis that the Arricai society puts on equal opportunities and rigits for

both sexes. Mexico, following more traditional patterns of child roaring.

practices, provides differential opportunities for socialization outside of

the hoii for boys and girls. With the girls spending much more time at home

where the 'Wis. Consequently,

.

.



Hs: Fema3,es will perceive television programming to be more real than
mates.

Grade Point Average (RA). Reeves hypothesizea-that as intelligence increased,

,PRTV wouNecrealSe. He found little _support far bi.s hypothesis, but he _observed_

that consistintlVpigh I.Q..scoresrendered the highest PRTV means. ru this study---.

Z.Q. scores could not be colleCted'but the GPA's of the children were available.

.Since I.Q. stores and RA's are usually highly intercorreLated, ye may expect

that,

H6 As GPA increases, PRTV will decrease.

Functions and Gratifications From Television Viewing. The analysis of the

functions that the media serve to their audience has been a topic of recent OM-
, .

cern (Blumler and Katz, 1974).

Past research has-emphasized the importancg,of the functions that television

serve(Greenberg and Dominick, 1962; Greenberg, 1974; Reeves, 1974; etc.)..

Arising frOm one of Greenberg's studies (1974) with Bfttish Childrmi the

functions that have been investigated because Of their relationship with PRTV,

are the use of TV for relaxation, for learning and. for companionship.
-

.

Reeves proceeded to try to replicate Greenberg's findings, and found mod-

erate support for the relationship betweenyelaxation'and PRTV, and somelbetter

support fbr the relationships between learning and companionship with PRTV. rn

this study we irhoth,sizethat: S

H;:
As the use of TV for relaxation increases, ,RTV will increase.

7

H-: As theuse ofTV for learnipg increases; PRTV will increase, and

H0:' ,As the use ofTV for companionship increases, PRTV will increase
. 0

.

Exposure to Television. Greenberg In his study of British children found ,

that exposuba correlated with PRTV (r = .20, see Reeves, 1974,. 17). Greenberg.

't

(1972) also found that the frequency .of watching allows which feature black people

;
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.

in differeus'r614s ib relates` to tu ourc$Iiiio of raclity of, those characteri-

zations by children.

Reeves found that as exposure increased, PRTV increased consistently when

teihg a general theasueeof exiaisure, although' with leis consisteifeilZeiiiheiii-id
.

,

. 'a speCific measure of exposure for ccntenteategories {blacks, families, and

police).* In thisstudy with Mex.icen children we'- expect accordingly that
0

9 .

H ". As exposure to TV increases, PRTrwill increase. :. .

14'
.

s .

The influence of Significant Others. in,the sociological literature signifii

,cant others are coneeptualy defined as °those persons who exercise major infldence
. ,

'4-
. over the attitudes of individuals'' (see iloelfel and Haller, 1971, p. 75). It has

,

, . .

been covoistetitlyftund that the influence of significant others, is decisive in

attitudelonsation:=1 other pehairioral aspects (Picou and Campbell, 145; Duncan,

Haller and Portes; 1968; Faller and Woelfel,.1972; Woelfel.and Hernandez, 19724
,--- . l 1

.,

etc.). This work has usually. assumed a linear model of attitude formation Obeifel,

1972 and Woelfel and Saltiel, 19751.

,

s Reeves found that the information achild receives .from sigoificspt others
.

,

. 40

fbout the reality of television programming is positively related to the child's
. . .

. . .

.

, . . .

perceived reality of such content, at the three levels of abstraction that he

studied. It can be argued agailist this'finding,thatrthe nfluence of signifi-

cant others was measured as perceived by the child. Haiti er, recent evidence

a

IndicateS that children tend to only slightlunderestimat the influence they

.reeeliV:
.0

from othersNoelfel, 1975): Given the above, it-isto
,

be expected that
, it

in the Mexican sample

-

H The information a child receivesfrOm significant others about

the reality of television.programming, as pereeived by the child,

wilbe positively related;to the child's perceived reality of
,

. .r
tcat,prrogrammine. .

7
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THE EFFECTS OF PRTV ON AGGRESSIVE PREDISPOSITIONS

The present'atudy will attempt to alarifir the character of the relati nship
II

between PRTV violence and aggressi
...

Ve behavioral predispositions.;
. 4 .

Atkin (1971) found partial support for the relationship of violence viewing

to aggressive predispositions wh'en =dieted by .the perception of the violeht cop-
.

tent as real. Feshbach (1972) =ducted three experiments in order to frnd out,
.

among other thingslif children that were presented with a violent program labeled'

as real showed more subsequent aggression than children who were presented with

a iiolept program labeled as fantasy. 'His expectatiohs were corrobarated. Thomas

and Tell (1974) found an incrisisent of aggression for angeredCsubjects who were

told they watched a real scene ofsviolerL, as compared With subjects who Were

is

told they watched a fictional scene of vi lence and\others who didn't watch any

filmed scene at all. Wood (1974) in an exploratory 'experiment found a signifi-

cant association between PRTV and hkpothetiCal aggression.
.

Greenberg (1974b) in a study with British childre found a.correlatioa of

.16 (p<.41) between items,such as "The shows on TV tel about life the way it

, c. t
really is," and PSometimes a fight is a good, way to settle an argument.," Thin,

finding suggests one more time:that the perception of TV violence as real may

contribute to the display of aggressive predispositions-and.perhaps-of actual

'anti-sodial'behaviOr. TO the extent that the medial is considered to be a ;school-
,

for. real life, one may expect in the Mexican sample that:,

. .

H12: .As the perception of 71, violence aareal,inCreases,, aggressive
. , ,

. . , .

. predispositions toward problem or conflict rasalution will
. . .

. ,

increase.

1.0
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METHODOLOGY.

ThedatSiO this study were collected during the winger of 975 from 300
.

. - .

children in two elementary schools in Mexico City. In order, to m *he

differences among reapondints,haIf the eespondentsiqere from ve owsocio-
_

`economic backgrounds, and the other half.from very high' socioeca sic status

4families, Half of theth were third graders, and the other half .we sixth
f

. .

..

graders. There was a roughly equal nuiliSer of boys and-girls in ea01 subdivi-
:,c il

sion* Ages ranged from 7 to 16 years. The questionnaires* were administered
,;.

it
to entire classrooms during regular class periods., The shortest.t4 of ad-:

...
-

,

ministration was of 25 minutes for the 6th geaders, high SES, and the longest
..

was of one hour andA0.minuti& for the 3rd graders, low SES.

Variables

. There were two dependent variables studied inthis projectt ar).the per-

caption of reality a TV by the child at three levels of abstraction, and, b)

. .

aggressive predispositions towards problem 'resolution.

4

The independent variables corsidered here were: 1) real life experiences

with televisiOn content; 2) fkinctiong and gratifications'froi TV; 3) exposure
4

to television; 4) the influence of significant others; and 5) demographic vari-
.

tables (SES,grade in school,, age, sex, and SPA).
.

.t
Dependent Measures

Perception of Reality of Television. PRTV.was measured at three levels of
.

abstiactionl televisiqn in general; content areas On television, and specific

television characters or behaviors. Since tie questionnaire was adiiniatered

in Spanish, the questions and acalei used will be translated back.for this

;

presentation..

*Alscales were pretested for adaptability to the Mixicanchildren.ii

r

4
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PRTV in general was measured with the follOwing.itemS:

1: -"People on,TV shows are like people yoU know in real lffe."..
2.

1
"Tte same things that happen to people op TV
p ople you know in veal life."

3. "Tie places yousee on TV showsare like the
rear Lite.'

.

.o
shows can nappen to

places you know in

The three items intercorrelated sigLificant"y and they were summed to form

an abstract PRTV index which rand frolthree

For the second level of abstraction, quest

content areas* on television-programming. The

1. "Families on TV showt are like famili

.:'-
2. "The AmerIcans that appear on TV sho

in real life."

3. "Fights on TV shows are like the fi
or you hkre seen in real.life."

o nine.

ons were generated for three

content PRTV items were:

you know in real llfe.":

are like Americans you know

is you have been involved in

These content areas were used becaUle o theiravailability on the Mexican

television and because of their suitability for the test of the hypotheses gener.

lated 'significantly, was decidedated. Since'not all three items.interco

to study each content category separately.

,

The risbOnse categories accompanyin

used for the items it the abdtract PRTV ndexI- That's true, I don't know, and

these questions were the same ones
,

That's not true.

At the'last of abstraction RTV wan measured for six specific chav7

acters or behaviors on TV. Two of the e charactereor*behaviors were included

for each of the three content areas s cified above.

Thaquostions for specific famil es were:

1

J.

p

. .

*The conte;ft areas used'by Reeves were blackfieople, policeien, and families.

12

ta"

.4.

)

.
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"Do you think that the family in 'Hogar Mace Roger'. is like the
families you know in real/Life?"

. .

2. "Do you'think that the Partridge. faatly is like the families you
, know in real life?'!

The questions for specific Americans were:

1. "Do you think that Tony Blake.'The Magician' is lit4the Americans
yod 464:4 inreallite?"

.=;15; youibinithit tie children in =Family Affair' are-like Rierican
children in real

And the questions for specifkfights were:

1. "Do you think that the fights on 'Mission ImPossible' are like the
fights you have ',denim or you have seen in real life ?"

...

2. "Do you tank that the fights on ltgliii.trive-W-are like the fights
you-have been in or you have seen in real lifef"

-F

a .0

. ...:

Thel6ssible responses to the six questions wire: yes,. I donkt, know, and
... .

t' .,

no. The pods were selected accordiug to an exploratory questionnaire.using as .

... , .,

. . . . ... ..-
criteria exposure and suitability to the content areas. The average nniehO'of

. . . . .(
. . .

Children who watched each of the nine shows wal440, or 771V! of Abe total. number
-.. .

of reipondents. .
-

.1-- 4

;,

Aggressive Predispositions Towards Problem RdsolutioncL,This:umple seerd,
,

dependint variable in this study. It wieoperationalizedin two ways; the'first-

. .

being a measure of predispositions towards problem resolntion, and the seednds

measure of self-repOrt of involvement in fights.
1
The first operationalination was borrowed from

apadapted to thekexican chiidtien after pretest.

Leifergand..ROberts pF72 )
.

The items conelet.iif situa-

tions in ,which the child miy fiDd himself 4n his everyday- and several4

poseible modes of conflict resolution are given to him to choose figs.
/-'

situations that ,remained in the final set were as follows:

*This figure,ie idehticlitIlt4o Reeves!

'

14.

,
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are walking down the street. A' child is mad a 3MAI: He
comes and bits you. -What do you' do ?"

2. "You see that somebody is stealing your sandwich. o catch
What do you do?"

3. "You are waiting in" line, to drink ',stir. Somebody come and pushes :

you. What do. you do?"

-

4. "Somebody Is st.orlfes about you behind your back:- You notice
it. You see him afti.v.-s'chOol- What do you do?"

5. "When you are leaving-School see,two children hitting your best
friends What do you do?"

. ;
The resPonies that the children 'could indicate fell into either physical

aggression, withdrawal; or denounie categories. The items were taken into con-

sideration only when the physical aggression response was used.

Since all the items correlated eigiltficantly-with each other, an index of
, 1

.physical aggressiliss predispositions was formed by adding the responses to all
five' items, and it ranged from. 0 to 5. Thk second operatiOnalixation of ag-

:e
gressive .predispositions was "Bow of ten,do you get into lights?" and the re-

,

sponse categories were many times, sometimes, almost never, and 'never.. The

c .
correlation between the two measures was r = .24 (1)<.,C15). -

. .

o

lc

Independent Measures -

RealleLife Experiences with TV Content. Two questions were ;goner"... ated, for

each of the three content areas. The questions with respect to, realAlife ex-

9

perienais with families liere:, is ....

4 1 - :-...

1. itilow often do you play with your 'friends in their homes16Y -.-.- . - .

2. "How often do you talk to the !amities of your friends in their ,homes ?" -_, .
,:; . '.-r- : 1

For real life expeilencifs with Americans the questions wer:: .
.. .

3.:F Blow often do you see- AmericateAn real life ?" (not on TV)
s . .

i -,..$ .

1.

4. "How often do you 'Mill to Americans ?"

1.4

.1

at
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For real life experiences with fights the following questions "'ere used:
(

5. "How often doiou see people fighting in real life" (not on .'!V)

. 6.."How often do you get unto fights"

In response, the, children were to indicate: many timab: sometimes, 4000

never and never. Each pair of items. for each Area of experience correlated signif-
.

icantly and an index.of experience was formed for each Pair of items by summing .

than.

it should be noted that item 6 is the same one .ntilized for the self-report

of engagement in fights, and it was not correlated or otherwise analyzed, with

itself or with an index containing it.

Functions and Gratifications From TV. Three items were used for measuring

each of these uses or functions of television:, relaxation, learning and com-
.

panionship. For relaxation, the items used were:
.

1. "How often do you watch TV in order, to be tranquil?"

2. "How often do -you watch ri in order to calm dow whet ,you are in
a temper?"

3. "How often do you watch TV because it's a nice way to,rest?"

The items used for learning

4. "How often do you "watch TV.for finding 'out about the things that
happen in the world?"

.

5. "How often do you watch TV in order TO learn how to believer!

6. '"How °fiers do you watch TV in order to learn things .about yourself?"
.

:For companionship the following are the items that were used:

7. "How often do. you watch TV becauie it's like areal friend for you?"

8. "How often dei you watch TVih.order not to be Alone?"..

9. "How often do'you watch TV when there is nobody to talk to or to

play with?" f

15.
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These items are 'adapted NeAriatioits of the items u'sad 'by Ri!eves and b
.

.

. . .

Greebberg.(1974).. The possib1e responses were: alwaysl.many-tlmes, sometimes,'
..- .-c. !I: .

. . ...,

:

and never. The three items fdi; each of the.ftmctioni intercorrelated sigiifi- I .

,
.

-

cantly and an index was forMedlor each which could range from 3 to 12. , , t
'I' fr-.

Exposure to TV. Exposure to* .was measured in two. different ways. Ffrst,.

the children were asked to put a check next p3 the names of the shows they

watched "every week sr,almost every week" on a list of 22 programs, which ex-
..

A
eluded the shows referred to in.the reality measures. The mean number of shows

checked was 14 witha standard deviation of 4.7. ...'"

The second measure of exposuil was the shliws in the contentareas. The

children, were asked to indicate whether they watched each, of the six shows sa,-

.

most every'week, sometimes, on never. An igdex of specific exposurewas formed

to fix the abstract PRTV index, adding up the scores and the resultIng range ,

was from 0 to 12: For comparabilityOith each of theContent areas three-sub-

. 41
indexes were created: one for familiescme for Americans,-and one for exPosuie

to fights: The exposure. items were also used individually for comparability

with the PRTV of .each of,. the shows.. ;..
The Influence of Significant Others.: The Composite influencsfrof literper-

sonal sources on the, perCeption of df, the child.was.4iessed with two
. .

measures: an-approxielate Merureof interaction with others about specific TV
. .

characters, and the bia:of,the interactions about the-reality of the characters.

. , . .

A child couldiienticn interactions with all% some, or none of the following:
4

friends, maileror:father,:anOorbrothereorsisters. "If the child' reported

,inteiall'ons with least one sourie, she/he wie asked to report his average

perception 'one whether he "thought the source. or scifirees.lbelieve- that the chsr-
r. 4"

eater (or behavior) is like its real-life Counterpart.. The bas questions-mad

t 16

,

e
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.
be answered with' a yes, I don't know, or ito. The number of sources' was multiplied

s

, , s , w

-4
4 .

.
tr.

-14-
. 4....;111,

J

by the bias to,render 6indeig of the influehce of significant others that ranged

.

:,,4, : franVia:t6 +3; lositive.scOrw.atteit that the information the child receives is
.-

,...:

Ts favor'.of the reality' of what she/he watches. Indwies Were created to match ,

I.. .
... .

, .

4 . . -.

PrO-neasure#.
.

.' . .....r"v . ,- , -

.

. .

, : s. . - - : . .

.........1...-.

, . .,.... , n. , ,
.

, . . e''". . 0

1kmbirwphics. The liigh gES children,were-chRaCterizid by the fact that
.. .

4

apprqximatelilgO a lonth for.tuition. The 2°4 SES children,
. - 41/41

went to a public school where no 'tuition was paid. About ten perbent of these

their parertte paid
t

chilOrendid not wear shoes, and the school was located in an industrial., area

of the city.i
. ,

The GPA, Of the children was their average grade for the schgbl year..1972

. .

1975, as reported by'the Xeacherin charge of each group of.chlldren1 The school

,tests, on which the GPA is based, is uniform for all:' schools fh the country; .

.
... . ,

.

. The children Were also requested to reportqheir age and sex. Their grade . . .

.in school was recorded.

RESULTS

4

, E , , . ..
Rhe results of ibis std* will, be presented in the order of the hypotheses

, . ?', . .

proposed. This will be followed by the presentation of the results. of a multi -.v

.

vatiats analysis of the data.
-

1. Real Life Experiences with TV Content. 1This hypothesis states a curvi7
1

linear type of relationship between PRTV andreal life experiences with TV con-.
r O.

tent. In order to test this hypothesis Eta correlation coefficients were compute4:

and F tests for deviation from .lineeritrobtained.(for computing formulas, see

Blalock 1972, p 412). -A relationship was C6sidered to deviate signifi-

. .

'.4 .cantly from linearity if an F value] significant at pg.05, and Wbuld then

at)
"rce.d

' .
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I

".
k * ,

- - -:

werrant fuither examination through a scattergeam. Since from all the relatiOn-
: ...-

. -

ships only one was found to significantly deviate from linearity, no further
. . . . -,,. .

examination was .done,. and this hypothesis is conseciuentJ:y" rejected.
. ,

; Pearion correlation coefficients were &LBO obtained for .thele two variables,
.-. .

but among ten correlat.ions only three were statieitically significant in the 4-
: . .

- ._ . -i .- . , .
-

rection opposite to that hypotaesized by Reeves:. the more ral/ life experiences
. .

with TV content, the less 'PRTV. Wits American and Mexican chlidren,"iben;*no

'corisistent relationship has been ftund between reality perceptions of TV and

their counterpart In real life.
, .

2: The Level of 'Abstraction for the Referent 6n TV:* Children were asked -

,,
- to report' their reality.perceptions at!three levels of abstraction:, a content-

. i , ,. ) ' ,... , .

free level,' content areas-I; and specific characters. . i
PitTV index rendered, a mean of 2.24, the. ',average, of

or `behaviors.

the means for

The abstract:

the. content PRTV
' 4

items was' 2.29,'end the average fto'r the spe4ign item The:ties-id of

the means is opi`otite to that found by,Re;ires'04-th his American sample, and con- .

' trary to the hypothesis of ihli.studps Xn040,Yeis.Of variance ispeited measures

....

was 'conducted' on the data .ancia 'significant Pritio was fowl. Soheffe tests,
oA

,... ,
y were conducted fpr, e-posteriori comparisons. t4ba.,speoifc **sures zero fgq11-4
4 i

to be in the average tsignifi. bantly lot/km.4in the -- average Of the Coritent.-11....-- 4. ,..
: s ,. . 4

! -.
.- . ..

,

between,Si.ireS 4,§na Ate abstract. PRTV index: there being n difference between theie last .....
. ,.-- -.4.9 . ,.. -. , -.. ..

: ...it, i,, . . - -.. . , .- f .

,,,., J1 ' two For comparison purpose4g, the means of aii,glar measures_ of PRItsuited by
4.

* ,- .. :h9 4 . , ;. ..,..-- .

Reeves and in this 'Study are presented... ° .=, . , .
A,... e". 4 A4'.

''... ., ,:: , . s r* .
1axicqn.childrel American Children

Af - i .4i 4 1.. (44:41feannY) ' (Reeves r L
. ..

Abstract.PRTITIndex p.....«....... r
44 I 6.76*:

Content PTV index .-,- 6%.87*
-`: i Specific PRTV Inceg ..e. .-,...,,A, 4-Ate.-- -5.88*, ." , .

,4, ,
-' 0.

Content PRTV Families -,: 2';13 -- .; -- ; 4

'PRTV of Pemilies in the PartridgePamiii" ;*2.'3].. . '''

. ;
. . . t, -

, Is.' "-Atio ... .

'"" *Multiplied by three for comparabilifir. '.' ,

-4-'' - 1.8i 1

. ;
.*.. : , : 4 ...* ;, .0.4hr4 ,, ,%. 94 ., 9 i ... .4' ,. A: ,

.

. k
p 65:7010

7,17
1.98'
2.31

I .6$

:

",f

;
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As the results discussed above indicate, the.patterns of absolute means r

bell-teen the two studies are quite different. The mean obtained here for the-
.

abitrict index moat closely parallels what Reeves obtained for the specific

PRTV index; the reverse is true for the specific PRTV index Obtained here and

Reeves' abstract PRTV index. The content index and the family content measures

are verysivilar in absolute levels from the two studies', asis the specific

.
f4iily show reality measure.

demographics

3. Socioeconomic Status (SES). Table1 presents the t values found for

the mean differences in PRTV between the high and low SES children. .In order

to confirm this hypothesis positive t values are required iince the high SES

children were expected to perceive less reality on TV than their counterparts.

.1' ,.. .

.4
. .

Table I =About Here

-,
t

By :examining the pattern of predicted significant findings,. one can observe
,.

. that the abitract PRTV indexehaved as expected, as well as the,items thit dealt

. wth,PRTV of fights both in the%content and in the specific categories for both

shows. The results for content PRTV families and'Americans, as'well is.the

t
,

specific shows inithose categories exhibit contradictory tendenCiee or trends
. . , ,

,... t

,coOrary'to those expected. In generea,i this hypothesis received partial sup-
-:,,- .- i

,port.with Hdxican children. Reeves', lack of support may be attributed to the

ho,0fielt5i'Af his American sample. ,

-.
,

4. Grids inSchool. Children in the sixthgradea were expected 'to be.able

scount fantasy representations more than the third graders. Seven out of

le
.0. "

_

; -

, ,te :t tests in Table ler. significant in.the hypothesiied direction, and the
. - ...,.,.,

f°`e.V.;:- ..,,,- ... .

«; : , , . e
- .

..d

1
. .

a! :' : 4.!. 4 :.
-?7,-

.
Ai"'- 4 ''' 1 '
,:1:;." "k; ; . i

.
;,.i'lg' t.. . .-", .::, .

7
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;

hypothesis can be said to-have received support in general.. An unexpected.r,-

versal was encountered for the abstractPRTV index. The content PRTV of Americans

as well as the PRTV bf Americans in the show "Family Affair" were not significantly

different by grade in school. These results are very similar to those obtained .

by Reeves.
r I.

4'. Awe. Negative co elation coefficients are required to ceniirin this_ :

. .

hypothesis. In Table 1, nine coefficients are in the hypothesized direction

and seven are statistically s nificant. The correlation between age add the

abstract PRTV index is significant but in the direction opposite to that hy-:

pothesized. In general, the hypothesis is confiimid, and age and grad 'in.r WI

school can be 'slid to have behaved siiilarly'inithe

/
prediction of PRTV.:r

i ''

5.. Sex. 'Females were expected to perceive more reality on TV than males.
- 4.-A

, . . 4
However the results on Table.,l indicate that with one exception, content PRTV

ASilies, there are no differences-between the two sexes.-
,

Thi4 finding is age-

sisient across both theMexican and'theAmeridan samp les.
.1/

6. GPA. As indicated on Table ll'five out of the ten correlations are

significant in the direction of the hypothesii. -The better the children do in

,seboot the less they perceiVed TV in general,., content TV fights, and specific.

fights as well as the family. in the show Hoge* Dulce-Nogar to-be real. However,

thi higher :the GPA of the child the more he perceivedthe children infamily

Affair to be like American Children:in real life. In sup, the hypothesis has

received partial support and, the findings are; compatible with those of Reeves.

Functions and GratificationsMiom Television
I

.

The Pearson' product moment correlations that test the Hypoth4ses with re.-
//r4-

specto the functions that TV.serVes are all found in Table 1. Positiveco-.

:

efficientsi confieir the hypotheses proposed. -,..

t. 20
.1
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7. The Use of TV for Relaxation. Only three out of the ten.correlitions

obtained are significant. general, this ihypothesis is rejected in favo3,,of

the null, and dt can said thit as the of TV' for relaxatiOn increased,

PRTV did not change except the cases offamilitielbr

in the case of the

not very different

mIll..

family in The partridge fasaly,'ind

possible. Although the resuffirire
.

'content areas5 of the

fights On Nission'im-.

from Reeves!, he inter-

t,,
preted his results as being partial confirmation of the hypothesis, however it

can,be-inad- a can and the Americaii7Crlildren were not very diffei4nt

in their apOreciation ofIV reality with respect to their use of the set for

relaxation: it doesn't make much of a difference.
. _

8. the Use of TV for Learning. Seved7poiltive significant correlations

.-
confiri thii hypothesis in general for every measure of PRTV except those items

. .

/

related to the reality of AMeriiiss on TV whiwhich shbw no-rtiationship with the

use of TV for learning. The mare the child watches TV for learning,'the more

likely he is to perceive TV-in general, families and fights, both in content
. ,

/ areas and with respect to specific chaiacters or behaviors, as realistic. Simi-
/ i ,./

z _.
.._ . . -

,--

lay support tan founa by Reeves with hf.s\-u.".$. sample.
4,,

, i ....- -

9. The Use of TV fordbmpanionship... kit, out of the ten coefficients are

.

signifi4ant and two more are fiery close'to.lieing
.

statistically significant. The
,,-'

. . . - Y . . .

hypothesis isconsidsred to be at irstpartiaily confirmed.
t

Notably, as in the

ase-of learning, content PRTV of Americans and the PRTV of Americans in two
,..

shows, exhibit little orno relatioahip frith companionship.: Also specific
. .

PRTV of families in Roger Dulce Nogaft.,-Ond specific PRTV of fights on'hission

Impossible Show, little or no relationship with the use of TV for companionship.

Thelse'of TV forooroopasionatkipoqdrelated to the perception of TV in

general as real,-41cith the PRTV ofleiiiies and fights in content areas, and

'rte

21
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;

the PRTV of fimilies and fights in, The Partridge Family and in Hawaii Five0, ,

, . .

.

respectively. These results are alio consistent across the American and Mexican

samples.

10. Exposure. Under the heading of "Exposure" the correlation coefficients

that test the hypothesis are preiented in Table 1.;.There were, two measures of

expodure usedone general consisting of 22 shows, and the other specific con-

sisting of'shows in the content areas. For the general measure of exposure,

five out of the ten correlatins were found to be statistically significant.

It is to be noted that the measure of exposure to 22 shows is consistent in

thCpAdiction,,,sof the PRTV of fights, since ,the correlations with content PRTV
tiqh.c) t r

fight/40nd with the PRTV of fights in Mission Impossible and in. Hawaii tivS-0

were all significant. With respect to families, the same can be said with the
.._

exception of the PRTV of The Partridge Family.
. -,

In the case of ie...measurofi,..exposure 'to specific shows in the content

40..o. .,

1
areas,, cut o* the tiii4Orkelatibnsthreekirere found to be significant with:,

. 1 ....,

, the PRTV of familiesi inthe content area, the PRTV of families. in The Partridge

t"
Family, and with the PRTV of Aldricans.inleiMiiy Affair. '

6 .

Across the two measures of exposure, only the relationship' with the PRTV

Of families lithe content area seems to hold. In all other cases the geperal

,

index of-vexpostire to 22 shows and thl measures of specific expostie do not agree
.' .

in their.adsociaiion'with PRTV.
,

The hypothesid that the more the child Watches TV ,the more, he perceives it

to be real id partially supported in the case of the general exposure index,

and rejected in the case of the specific measures'of exposure to the six shows

in the CAtentareas... The results with respet to the general exposure index,

)
are congruent, with Reeves', but; not so with respect to the spel4fic measures

'which held for the AmericaneChildren but.not for the Mexicanones.

. 22
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11. The Influence t (ZSOQth . Table 1 contains zero -order

eorrelatiois that test the prediction that as the amount of influence by signif-

icant others with. respect to the reality of TV increases-& the PRTV of the child

_will increase.

Sevei'df the ten correlations are significant and generally quite high in

the predicted direction. The correlation of ISO about families with content

PRTV families fell short of significance. The index of all ISO when correlated

_-with the abstract PRTV index yielded an insignificant coefficient. Finally,

the index of the addition of the ISO of the two faiily shows showed no relation -

ship with the PRTV of families in the content area. These results axe remark-
,

ably similar to those found with the American, sample. '-At the specific level,

"'the relationships were the highest found in the study, while at the content

and abstract leveli the resu.its were Unimpressive. The congruency of both4z..

'A r.

studies.is highly suggestive,, but one must bear,in mind that in neither study`'

a

any attempt was made to check the Children's perceptions of the influence re -'

.ceived against the report of their sources of interpersonal influence. The

hypothesis is'considered to be supported.
'Z

mt.

The .Effect of Perceiving Television Vi ence as Real. on-Aggressive

Behavioral Predispositions. In order to testhi's hypothei4 thefollowing

,. 40

independent variables were conside content PRTV fights, and PRTV fights in el.
I .. '

two specific. shows, namely, Mission Impossible and Hawaii Five-0.. The dependent

variables were the Ihdexref phypical aggressive ,predispositions toward problem

resolution, and the'sell-tepctrt of the'frequeney of the child's:engagement in
. J. .

physical.. fights.

,

To test this hypothesis, zero-order correlations, ere computed between the
P

,0 t
.... .4. ,

independent and the dependent variables. The associations foUnd ranged from -.It

t.
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to .11: The only significant correlation was between the index of physical, ag-

gressive predispositions and-the PRTV\of Hawaii Five-0 (r = -.16, ps.05), but
.O

it was in the opposite direction to tilet anticipated. then the demographic

variables ilete statistically controlled for, the correlation dropped froei -.16 :

to -.09 and became non-significant When the same contra was carried gut for

the rest of the relationships, they remained low and non- significant

When 9onsidering PRTV as an intervening variable betlieen exposure to violence

on TV and aggressive predispositions, conditional zero-order correlations were
,

computed. 411 possible combinations between the measures of expdsure with thOse

.of aggressive predispositions by PRTV alight were tried, and no consistent

patterli emerged. An equal number.of,significantsorreletions was found between

exposure and aggrespive predispositiOns at allthree./evels of the measvres>of

'PRTV:, tot true, don't knOw,,aftd true-. Eight correlation coefficients wete.ob.6

tained'at each level of, PM, and three coefficiirtta were significant at each-
.

level. . a
.?1.

. . . . .

The hypothesis "that as PRTV oeviolence increaseWtaressive predispositions'
, .

will increase is r ejected is factor of the null, in this non- replicative part of ,

. , . .A

ity
,

,...,1 .,
tt V ,1

t

.

:the study.

. I
Multivariate Analysis .

, .

Multiple regreSlion in order to identify key predigtozle
..

of the different :PRTV measures.. The ace sumOarizO in Table 2.
. I ,

4

Table 2 About Here
".T

For-the abstraotand the.conteUt PRTV,Measures, the multiple cOrrelations

accOunted for an aver* of about 10*.of the variance. This £5 almost the ifme

V.

I e
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Oft

average found with the American sample. The amount of variance accounted for

in the specific -PRTV measure's for individual shows wits of about one fourth;

This result is also similar to Reeves', although his specific. easures were

slightly better accounted for (about one third of the total,variance).

The predictOr'variables that iccount for most of the variance in the dif-

ferent PRTV measures in a persistent fashion asro 1) the influence of signifi-

cant others, 2) grade in 'school and age, and to a lesser extent the 3) CPA of

the,, children, and If), the use .of TV for companionship.

Reevesi.wiih his U.S. sample found that the significant-contributors that

accounted for most of the variance were: interpersonal influence, age, general

exposure to TV, and companionship.

Across the Mexican and American studies, the influence of significant others,

grade in school, and the use of TV for comianionship are persistent in enabling
..

-the prediction of 'PRTV to some extent, with a reduced number of variables. Most

of the other independent variables could be deleted witiv:it much loss in pre-
,

dictive power.

DI$CUSSION.4r-

ft

The data in thisgstu4ychas contributed teethe replicative validation of
.

r

the determinants of the perception of reality of television (PRTV) in a Wirer- ,

eat cultural setting. It is of definite interest to observe the regularity of

the findings between ,a U.S. sample of children acid a Mexican one. The differ,.

6
enoit found are is important is the similarities, and they deserveospecial ecip,

sideration since they may throw some light on the relationships between culture

and information processing of children. k44-

The innovative part of Oil; stud, which attempted to encounter a relation-

ship between the perception of reality of television violeAce by childreq and

aggressive behavioral .predispoeitrons remained inconclusive.

25
.
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Table.3 sumarixes the regularities an ,dissimilarities betwee

.

and U.S0 studies. Two variablesconeistentl shoved no associati
.

. .

d PRTV, namely real lifi experiences ith TV content and sex. She most

plausible explanatiOn for the lack of a comas entralatio44 between real life

the MeXican

between them-

to

experiences with TV content and PRTV may be the one offered by,Reeves,and by

Greenberg and Recites (1S74, p. 22), that "the standard of judgment,used may well,

be the fictional preseqiation, against which the true-to...life on .is.being

weighed." Consequently, the type of information that the childCses as a
. e

.
. 4.

standaia for comparison, whether symbolic oi:14mmal" experienced shoed be -_ ,
_ . . .

,

determined before making specific predictions with regard to the expected be=.
,

bavior of the relationdhip between real:life experiences and TV representations.

Also, some caution` should be exercised in interpretingresilts derived from two
. .

'

questionnaire items that eight not have tapped the wide range of experienhes of

the child.

4

Table 3 About Here
-.4 4.

,With respect to sex, it is specially noticeable that noOfferehces were

found in two different cultures with regard to'the same, or very- similar,-mea-
,

sures of PRTV. The explanation fcioithia.occurrence may be tisk socialization
. . .

.

practices for the sexel,ead acrOsa the :two cultures, do not differentially
.

-. 7.
. .

affect the way in which children evaluate the reality :Of TV programing, at
%

, .
1

. ,

'least' up to the highest age of Children studied here: As infants their treat-
. . .

. .. -
1

'' bent and.the ruled undekwhich they are raised nay euhstaiiiIIIIV-dtffir.;

- . ..

Adoleicentwor adults may stillsho*differefices in PRTV according to

d

o their
. " -

ij ..
P

i 4L"sex, since the social climate sOrrounding they is expect* to be more definif
,

tively different, especially in a *Intry like Heliitoik For example, the

3

' 1
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w.

evaluation of the reality of soap-operas by adOleaCent or addi males and-feline:1-es *..
.t is expected to differ.

Several incongruencies -were fund. between thdittwot studies. Narked differ-

a

MCO2 were 'obierved for
leg

'forfor the referent of to

.

tionshipof PRTV with the le;rel. of,abetraction
. .

WS* into

relaxation, and specific e

Reeves found that as the
,

0, .
to the More concrete, PRTV increased: In this ritudy.the, relationithip not

,,
&,. 4.

.' did not hold but some reversal was observed. The more concrete the referen
4.

I i : % . :
a - 1

the less PR'E'Y, with the two highest levels- of abstraction showing no difference

between themselves. Tills differenceof findings may well. be a functitcof die

', shows inquired. about, the referents of concern (families, almer$0,ans,,and fights),, 1.

or the cultural background of the respopdfints, or a" combination of the...lea:9$',1

i
.

Possibly, the lack of difference between the-, higher levels of sb
o ,;,.

can be attributed. to the fact that they were defined a °A hy.the researcher.
L ,..,-;.

In trying to interpret the differincis in results we observe,that the specific
. - b

. ..-... .

shomaNtoquirod..abol.3tertere all with..i?ne exCeptiout .of .foreign 04,gin 4o, the Mexteen
ti

children. These specific shows might have been evaluated with respect to the 7-,'
-

genes, the use of television

television went from the, abstrac

-,
. --

Mexican television in general, which in the- average may contain Mare 1,elements

Z$ *

that the Mexican thildren can ;elate to.* So At' a:repro, abstract level , the .,

-
Mexican children were more likely to endorseothe abstract and content, PM. . -)

- . . ,... - i .,
iteins to a greater extent.' .,..,

..
.. _

c .,.... ,.. . . . . :"."'

SW in the present study d make a difference with respect tiothe pa-, .. 1.-

captions of -reality of TV prograustng, contrary. to Reeves, lick;44,:differehdoes

but consistent with past-reseirch.' the expla'na'tion for this had .1,riady hooli
°

. . * o
^_ /.

offered- by Atey44. . He. sue cted thatAlck diffe' rooms wit' due -to the
<?.

r ,
'I

.
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L

of well differentiated subeamples with respect to socioeconomic statusia his

sample. The snbssmples in the Nexiciit study were well differentiated, they.

actually represented extremes along the continuum. of social clasi.
-

It was in.general found that the better the children did in.school, the

more they tended to consider that TV does not reflect real life. Given the %.
, .

typicil high association between GPA and intelligence we can say that this

finding is, contrary to the. U.S. one, which although -in the hOotheitakdi-

rection, was not significant. Reeves' result's can be explained-bi the fact

that he could only gather IQ scores for,half of his sample, where there were

no scores for the oldest children. -Children that are:better equipped. intellec-

tually tend to discount as fantasy what they watch in TV fiction. At this point

I-nhould men#on:a.result out of the reale of this study but of potential im-
.

portance and concern: the-correlation coefficient between GPA and SES was .

-(p<.001).

74. i
For the re atioashipbetween the funktion of relidiation Of TV and

.

support was found with the U.S. samplebut not with the Nexican one.: Ivieeeas

- . -
to be that this function is an

.
underlyincone that accompanies all otb/ reasons '

.,. . .. , ,...,. . ,.,

.

...
qiol ' '

for Matching television; and itt'becOmei one see singly obviousloolie'fap, watch-

ing televiiion as a social*, acceptable response, in the casp:of tite:*xican
v ;-,',' ' t7-- y

sample. In fact, in this-study, the standard deviation for the dista4bution
r

of this funtlien.wai $he lowest of all three functions-investigated (2.0.7 Vio

2.21 and 241):
-

. -In the case o specific expoinrea,the fact, that Reeves usedthree shows

.in each content area .as compared to tft-in'tbis study, may explain the differ-
.

7 - .

eat results to some extent. He tapped Awider range of exposure to TV, and',
...

cansequentlyIii meastftue41d be expected to Vary vote. Specific exposure.

4

, 28 .
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in the case of 'the Mexican children might not, have reflected the kind
:

op s/ymbolic

experience that the children Use for evaluating the reality of a show or a set of
. .
f

them,.-a' tootipare d with.a larger set of prpgrams.
..

,

Theiiiit that the influence of significant others etas .one ofthe best pre-
.

dieters, consistently across both studies, deserves further ponsideration. The

results and quite straightforward if in factthe perception of the ISO by the

child. reflects the actual influence exercised over him. The /aim that remains
.

?to-be resolved is whether the children in a Projective act do refloat the in -.

.
nuance of their significant others to be conaistent with their sown views. if

. . .

such is the case, these results may not be meaningful. However, if the children .

de try to- estimate the infixiiiice they receive instead of simply projectinetliair
-:... e- .

". own perceptions, we may have in.,even MOM powerful tool than the-direct report
.

of significant others with respect to their influence over a chili. The way 4

we perceivetha messages is what theoretically should in4uSnce bef.aviort, apd

fr,1 - . "*.
not the message 'as intended by. the source. .t

i
. The irreguierities,across both studies, and within the studies AM sugges-
. . ...< .. ' i.

_r<

tive It may prove more fruitful to study individual types POrefarsOts 441.i

families,,Americais, fighess etc.) in indikidual shows with respect to ?ATV.; ..

. -z-

.rather than spitak of PRTV too generally. 114 dimensions 'that a Chilstusee.for
,

; . . . , ..:7 . .. . , ..,r
eyeluating the reality of TV may vary from ,show to show. ,Itte:referent of relevt'

..

alcoe in talking about PITY can -in its awn 'right constitute the unit of analysis,
. 1

for example, the ?RTV of violence only, and what le. that makes it predictable *.
()

,i from certain independent variables. Some unique characteristics may be uncovered
.5

which lay then serve, for generating a theory...with a stronger explanaties power*.

L ---
The' time dimension (Gordon, 1973), 'the context of the violence; the idesitaxVAic.e-

,'''. ; , , . ,,f -14.-: :. . . ..
'"tion of the child with a character', etc., Or A gostdoet.,,fo* of , the allots Zy

. .
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"e

explain marked differences in predictive.* .G.D5bal approachta like- this =ex. may

be profitable in in exploratory sense since some of the.:Irarianee has been ex-'

plained by significant contributors (average = However, the study bb the

t.

.

determiiiants of morespecific 'kV issues, in detail, can be the best follOw-up.

For the non-zeplicative part oft this study, eultiOal differences may account

for die lack of relationship between PRTV end aggressive 'predispositions..

4.
He don't know to what eitent.tbe Nexicait culture- approves of certain types

of aggressive acts in comparison to Anglo-Saxon cultures. However, we Amy ex-
.....

pect more tolerance for certain aggressiire acts. The types of behavior attempted
, -

to fie tapped in this study may simply not represent anti - social act*, and-,con-

sequently find that the children, regardless their violence manifest I
r=:

what we call agpeselve Predispns. Perhaps the use of more extreme *air

sretsive Opt** might have hetter differentiated those children- who believe

that TV 'violence is real. This is assuming that-they would answer accOrdiAg

' . -

to their true predispositions. The actual observatiot of the aggressive behavior

`V
of the children, as defined in their own culture, might have been the best. view**.

coNcLusiou

.4

:

The relative success achieved in this study in predicting.-the perception,.of ,
- .., ,

reality of television is eapfializecitisince a replication in A different ,aulture
- -.,

has given generality to seme.of the.findtegs. .

The incongruencies found suggest that more specific attempts bemaae.VP
4

study PRTV. Conciiitrated efforts in one specific type of show,.- paying ,
..1 ".

attention to other possible- intervening variables that mud. mediate PRTV could-
1

. .-

beCirnitfnl, e.g. , ichiptifiCation with el character. ..,
,

- . :\

7"....it
,.. .

Future .endeavors should aite.uipt'tOtap culttiral variables that may expXsin;-,.

the differences. and Similarities in the predictabiliiy of :PI O., Cr ark' ,ether

. -I.

t.

4.
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variable for that glattep. This -Study definitely suffered fins the lack of eUgh.
. 1I.. . - . -r- .

inforiation. ,. .'

Closer scrutiny of the: kinds of experiences that 'a child* has is hie,.enViison-

sent oily ,lead.to a better predictability of the way is which the child interprets

what he sees an the tube. The duoulative effect of;continuous".expoaura to tele-

vision may also determine how new symbolic information eeii.prosied. One,kind
F

.

of,experience that the child undergoes. is the '.influence of his significant others.

In this study, such influence, as reported by the child has, shown, to be a 'atri:91g

determinant of the way in' which the child decodes the messagni Act the media
-.-

'offers. More ,definite evidence is needed that shows whether such tinfluenbe.* as

reported by the child if by.the
:

principal determinant. 'If this

significant others themselvg-4,is in effect a

is the case, parents And te?.e.b4 would be the4
.targetts of attention by those who pre in 'charge of setting policy w

The dateritinatiOn of the dimensions on which children evaluate thi_realitY. :
.

of elevision is a further topic for coneideration, Is reality 'valuated gong
.

.

a time .divension? An effectiveness one? Or is reality on television evaluated.

at a ll, as a spontaneous activity of the .child?` t

- ,- .

1'..

,If the child does not-spontaneously evainatli the renAty or ipike belie've
. .

. ,
oi what be sees, then he may not use. such infcirmation..foi%ettitude for *fait

.end far subsequent behavior.

In this study, no consistent evidence was found for &relation:14i betWeen

the 'perception of reality of TV violence and aggressive predispositions,.,,, It

may be in fact that PitTV ise'reT an issue at cOnsideratj.on by the child, Air it

may be that other variables should be explored which innY.interact with it for

-^ 4

.

rendering the behavioral effacp we hypethesized. 4ustificatioti, many be one
I

such veriah3,.... If what is-seen:On real;,,buflust*,tiect, then; it

nay' be acceptable for'isiitaticiti:

14
it.. ! .

1,"
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Other effects' of MTV should be. ax-Tatai 7*--4044138-4240740e .0 11hini44"
s. f

0- 4.0
when helping on TV perceived to be realistic'? Do' the a-x*1,61a iortiaista'

, . . - 7 .1

oa teleyision, 'when' perc ekfeit as resio;proio*.stereatyp,.ing:r.f.;_f the -.
-7%

be %Oho?" Is .TV;

perhapi by "PliTV? Boys

for exai le,

*contiibing..
and is may Rerceive TV to be-equally real. liowevo!"r,

males and females? 4

to a "gala.' or "female

th'emale suppos to

behavior, mediated

things, according -to, the 'sex of the characters.

The extent to 'Which exposure in itself ..coptribUtes.

they may learn different
.

4

to aggreslive or' anti-

aocial
..

behavior is still to be analyzed with this Me#cark sample. -Past research

in the U.S. bas shown that a relationship does exist _between .144:00,11ra and att4,.

.- ,- '-twits or behavior. , .. ..
. . : -.. -., . -..-.?

:.- - . 440---,N;*, -
PRIV, ,as well .as exposure, may hive copulative effeOts;_ or i,ffeetevo.v0

.
. .. . . .,. . .

time. If the same .childrei in this study could be given :a similar .questionpalie

. . . . .:
: 1 , -. .

in a <year or iwc,or when they are of schO44..Some more evidence c0111.41*,.

ieiund Oat iiintd confina,or disconfiri the -finding; of this atudi It May WitIll
... !,..., .:

. -. r . . .,...- : . .. :.
be that what the, children perceive to be real iii, their early-114ga Oantri,butem -_-

'i.:- ,.._ , - . -_ . L., .,

. to how tilay behave later iti life: The Semi akiliois---to.Mere Sitpoit,vre....1$_ka.
itt

,pbsure to vicqmpoe 41,4r1hg chighood a determinant of, aitultaitti4Ocial bah/01W
---.. k. ,

. ,. --., Hopefully,.. the deficieur.iss of this "study will be oVeroCaie inSubsequent.
.

.... ,
endeavors, as, suggested above,. or til otlYer forms, ,ap,.clithe evidence en,COlifit

. i . . , N. '-' ,. , 4 .-- s...
in this study serve. towards the forniatior,bf Ante_ ec;lici human knowledge of the

. - . . .. . -. - ,
behavior of human 'beings. The'perceptiOn of reality Cff t,elev,i.sion and its. :pop...

,,-,Y - i

:- .,;--::. . , . ... . .

P-r7

sable effects on the behavior. of receive* is by no means a. concluded pct.!
,t ..

k...... -4 - ,, ,t
'144' ,

search endeavor, andthelearitof repIe4atious acroescultOree I4S,,been"dais5714..
-... . .. -.,

, stiatod here, by the cliscoveri'of regularities and'irregularities across Politi*

-dal -and language :bound/arias.
."

.

-
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Abstract PRTV lido/

.Content PRTV familiee

Content PRTV Aaericans

Content PRTV fights

Table 2

It,w;,REGRESSION MAIMS Or PRTV

Specific PRTV families in:

Haar Dulce Hogmr.t

The Pirt440-ramily

Specific PRTV Americans in:

The Msgician

Affair

PRTV fights in
Mission iMpossible

Hawaii river0.

Multiple Correlations
. All Variables ,Step-wise .

the EquatioU Additiim* Significant Betas**

.35 .30

^

i

Age,_ Use" of TV for

Companionship; Grade
In school; SES

30 .22 Use Of TV fat ; =span - 0*

ionship, ISO***

.21

.41

.51

.55

.48

*i

.34

.49

.46 .

Use of TV for learn-
ing, GPA .

Age, ISO, PA,. Grade
ip school

Age, Use of TV for
companionship, ISO,
Grade in schopl

.50 Age,°p0,'Gradeln
school, Real librix-
per/slices '

.53 . "ISO; Real
Amnon: SES

-.43

.51 .49:

'
' Ago, /SO; Grade' in

SChool

-Age, I$6;..Grade.in

..school; GPA

-

* Until: the "last significant :hontributor 'sfas added,.

** Standardized partial rogressicm.coefficients.
.*** Influace-orsignifigant OtherM:-'

k

5 '
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Table 3. Similarities and dissimilarities 4etween the findinge of:the study
with American. children and the one with Mexican children in predicting,

-, the perception of reality of television.. ------

U.S. Mexico

PiitiveAssociationk:

Use of for

relaxation

,learnink .
A

cowpanionshipt

General exposure *-

'Specific exposure .

Influence of significant others*

r_ .

Negative Associations:

Level of obstraction.for the
referent on television...

Age*

2.

No Association:

Real life-experiences with
television content

-Sex

r
Socio- economic status

_Jr

Use of TV for

learning -- .

companionship*

General exposure

Influence ofsignificant others*

Level of abstraction for the
referent otelevision

0

Age and grade in school*

Grade point average*

Socio - economic status .

4

Real life experiences with
television content-

'Sex

: The use of TV for relaxatiOn .

Specific- exposure .

* stands significant standardized partial regression coefficients (pS)05) that
Wereyi or somewhat consistent in predicting PRTV anpordiffrto the smatiple

--regreset snalpis conducted *nth,. data. These are-the-contributors that in,
conjunc am, accounted'Or7130t of the variance explained by- all the variables
include iniAbe regression-equations. 4.

.

, 4

r

35

4

.
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